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Sastri, M. L. Roy Choudhury—Library in Islam, 5 PP. LXI,
pp. 65-70.	[1697
Describes the book-writing, book-binding and the Libraries of the
ancient Islamic World.
Schloessinger, Max, Ed.—Ansab al-Ashraf of al-Baladhuri.
Vol. 4B. pp. 172 + 48 + 28. University Press, Jerusalem,
1928-1940.	[1698
"The chief events narrated are those connected with the death of
Yazid I, the battle of the Harra, the siege of Mecca, the expulsion of
1 Upaidullah from Basra, the attempt to detach Basra from Ibn Zubair,
and also the murder of ' Amr b. Sa'id	The volume is disappointing,
because it contains little that is both new and important It is tempting
to say that every fact in muslim history is contradicted by some
authority or other. There is much interest in addition to the main
history \ A. S. Triton, BSOS. XI, J?j>. 221-222.
Sekandar,  Jalaluddin  Hossain — The  Meaning   of  Islam.
T x 4V£", pp. 60   Pub. : Author   at   5/2B,   Dilkush   Street,
Calcutta, 1941.	[1699
Attempts to explain the meaning of Islam to the English-speaking world.
Sherwani, H. K.—A Muslim Political Thinker of the Ninth
Century A.C., Ibm Abi'r-RabL Is 0. XV, pp. 143-156. [1700
A study of political ideas couched in Ibni Abi'r-Rabi's work
Stduku'l-MSlik filadbiri'l-Mamalik, written during the reign of the eighth
Abbasid Caliph.
Stibhan, Abdus—Mu'tazilite View on Beatific Vision. IsC.
XV, pp. 422-428.	[1701
Mu'tazilites means the seceders from the Orthodox church of
Islam. They -were a sect of Muslims with whom reason was the
higher form of knowledge, even revelation presupposing it. The
rationalist movement they started came into being towards the end
of the Ummayed period and subsequently flourished during the hey-
day of the Abbasides only to collapse physically on the rise of the
Imam Abul Hasan al-Ash'ari. The writer presents the point of view
of the Mu'tazilites on the Vision of God.
Syed, Md. Haftz—Nawab Jaffar ' All Khan Asar's Mystical
Poetry. AP. XII, pp. 516-519.	[1702
Appreciation of the mysticism of a leading Urdu poet Asar.
Syed, Sulaiman Nadvi—Gujaratman Paigamber Kathan na
Sikasimdatao. (Gujarati text). SFGST. V, Pt. 4, pp. 441-450.
[1703
Preachers of the Sayings of the Prophet in the original Urdu
text of Imamuddin S. Dargahwala. It is an account of different
religious Arabic scholars versed in the study of Hindi. The transla-
tion is only of the portion of the text which relates to Gujarat,
Umaruddin, M.—Idea of Law in the Philosophy of Al-
GhazzalL MUJ. VII, pp. 80-95.	[1704
A short study of love of God according to al-Ghazzali.

